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Abstract. A group of agents may cooperate and act jointly in order to achieve
some common goals. But, if such common interests are not merely occasional,
the group will organize its activities in a more permanent basis, creating an entity with a proper identity. These entities are intended to act in the world, but they
cannot act directly: someone needs to act on their behalf. And such entities may
be the subject of obligations and be responsible for their non-fulfilment (even
legally, as for most organizations).
To achieve this, organizations are structured in terms of positions or roles,
and the statute of the organization distributes its duties among the different positions, and attributes the power to act on behalf of the organization to the holders of some roles (when acting in such role). And these, through their acts, can
create new obligations for the organization, e.g. by establishing contracts with
other agents.
Concepts like role, and acting in a role, and normative concepts like obligation, permission, delegation, among others, constitute the basic building blocks
in terms of which organizations are described, and our work has been to try to
characterize such fundamental concepts through the use of modal logics. This
paper follows this direction.
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Introduction

Agents do act in order to achieve their goals. If an agent a has the ability1 to
achieve some result p, whenever he/she has such goal, we can say that a has
the power-of p. According to Castelfranchi [10], this personal power2 - "power-of" - is the basic notion of power.
1
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Like Castelfranchi (in [10]), we are here using ability in a broad sense, including
not only physical ability, but also mental skills and the necessary resources.
Castelfranchi distinguishes the power-of doing some action α, and the power-of
achieving some goal p (by performing some action that leads to such result). Here
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On the other hand, if an agent has some goal p and he/she lacks3 the power-of p, the agent becomes dependent of other agents that have this power.
When an agent a is dependent of an agent b for obtaining some goal p, and b
knows this, b has power-over a with respect to p [10, pp. 222]. And in this
way we enter into the level of the4 social powers, relating (in this case) two
agents.
We may have also the case where none of the agents of a group (set of
agents) X, personally, has the power to achieve a certain goal p, but the members of the group, together (acting jointly), have such power. In such case we
have (using Castelfranchi's terminology) a collective power-of p (or co-powerof p).
But, if the need to achieve some common goals is not merely occasional,
the group will try to organize its activities in a more permanent basis, creating
an entity with a proper identity, in order to act in the world as an agent. Let us
call such entities of collective agents. These collective entities may be more
informal, or more formal, recognized by the society and by the Law, as is the
case of most organizations.
These entities have some features that make them very special and interesting. On one hand, they are like mini-societies, internally composed of a set of
interacting agents, whose behaviour is typically regulated by norms. The
norms define the expected behaviour of the agents (specifying the obligations,
rights, responsibilities, or other possible normative concepts, that apply to
them), but without excluding the possibility of deviation from the ideal behaviour, since we are in presence of autonomous agents.
On the other hand, externally, these entities will act within the world as if
they were like any other agent (creating dependence relationships, making
contracts, etc.). But they are special agents, at least in some respects. For instance, in general such collective agents do not act through a joint act of all
his members, but through the acts of someone that acts on his name. But this
means that there must exist norms that describe who has the power to act on
behalf of the group, and in what conditions, and that such acts must be recognized and accepted as acts on behalf of the collective agent by the agents that
interact with him and by the society in general. Note that this institutional
power (as is called by Castelfranchi), of acting on behalf of the institution/organization, should not be confused with the permission of performing
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we are thinking more in the latter, abstracting from specific actions (and we may
see the former case as a particular case of the other, seeing done(α) as a goal).
This may happen because the agent does not have the necessary resources, or
skills, or simply because the agent does not believe that he/she has such power-of
(he/she may have such power, but not be aware of this).
In [10], Castelfranchi discusses four forms of social power: comparative value;
power-over (and its 'species' of incentive-power and rewarding-power); influencing
power (and its 'species' of "command" power); and negotiation power.

an act of such kind, neither with the practical possibility of doing it: see [21]
for a discussion on this topic.
We also note that the representatives of the organization (collective agent)
can make contracts on his behalf, establishing new obligations for the organization. Naturally, the organization may fail to fulfil some obligation and,
when this happens, surely that (usually) it will not be the case that all the
members of the organization will be responsible by such non-fulfilment. Thus
it must be known how the organization will fulfil such obligations and who
can be made responsible in the case of non-fulfilment.
What happens is that organizations are structured in terms of positions or
roles, and the statute of the organization distributes its duties among the different positions, making their holders responsible for the fulfilment of such
duties and, to that end, also attributing to them the power to act externally on
behalf of the organization. And in this way we have a dynamic of obligations,
where the obligations flow from the organization to the holders of some roles,
and these, through their acts, may create new obligations for the organization.
At the same time, the organization's statute also gives to the holders of
those positions the power to make a similar internal distribution of duties to
the other members of the organization.
Typically there is a position - usually called president or director - with only one holder, that is the leader of the organization and that, by default, represents externally the organization. His holder not only has a great power over
the other members of the organization (a "command-power", regulated by the
statutes), as, given that he represents the organization, has also a increased
power of influencing those that interact with him.
In organizations, the leaders are typically elected according to some rules
(described in the statutes), and are chosen taking into account the influence
they have on the voters and their capacity to convince them that they have a
strategy that will benefit the organization. In less formal groups of agents (and
less structured than organizations), the leaders may appear more informally,
more spontaneously, but based on the same ideas: the capacity of influence
over the other members of the group and of convincing them that they have a
strategy that will benefit them, and that they can trust on them.
Our work has been to try to understand this complex issue of collective
agency, and try to characterize some of the concepts that we consider essential
for the representation of organized interaction.
For such characterization, we have been using modal logics, following the
approach of Kanger, Pörn and Lindahl (among others). Our approach has been
the following: we take advantage of previous contributions of applied modal
logic to the representation of organized interaction; we confront their expressive power with further concepts relevant to the specification of organizations
and organized collective agency in general; and, where necessary, we propose
additional modalities in order to cope with those concepts.

We think that a combination of different kinds of modal logics will allow
us to characterize those concepts that are the basic building blocks in terms of
which an organization's policy is described, at an abstract appropriate level5.
Given that we want to express norms and refer to actions, it is only to be expected that we need to use deontic and action logics. And conditional modal
logics have been proposed to express the "count-as" relationships that seems
to be essential to describe the institutional power referred above. There are
other kinds of modal logics that are also useful for describing agents acting
and interacting (for instance, as we have seen, belief and knowledge operators
are also necessary for6 the complete representation of some notions of power),
but here we want to concentrate on the previous logics. The work herein presented should be seen only as a sketch of the possibilities open by such combinations (summarizing what has been our approach to these issues).
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we will make a
very brief overview of the counts-as, deontic and action logics that we want to
consider. In section 3 we will address the topic of (organized) collective agency, introduce the notion of role and of acting in a role, and show how those
modal operators can be used to represent the associated relevant concepts.
Conclusions will appear in section 4.
With respect to the notation, we will use: the Capital Latin letters D, E, F,
H, O, P for modal operators; a, b, ... for (names of) agents; ϕ, ψ, ... for formulas (assertions about the states of affairs, etc.); s for the normative/legal system relevant (or for the “society”); X, Y, ... for groups of agents; o for organizations and collective agents; r for roles; and (in the semantics) w, v, ... for
worlds (states). For the propositional connectives we will use: ¬, ∧, ∨, → and
↔; T will denote a tautology and ⊥ a contradiction. The following precedence
rules are assumed: 1st) unary operators; 2nd) ∧; 3rd) ∨; 4th) the other binary
operators.

2

A Brief Overview of Some Kinds of Modal Logics

In this section we will start with a brief presentation of the basic modal logic,
and then we will make a tour around the variants (of modal logic) that we
intend to use.
5
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We are here thinking on a first level of specification of an organization where the
behaviour of the agents is described in terms of the abstract states of affairs that
they bring about, and not necessarily immediately through the explicit reference to
the concrete tasks they must perform (so as not to be immersed in too much details). Naturally, this first level of specification needs to be later refined, if we aim
to construct complete models of organizations.
And for the representation of other aspects of agent's modelling that are not of our
specific concern here.

Although for the characterization of some aspects of organizations' modelling we will need first order modal logics (like those in [9] and [27]), to simplify the presentation, in this section (in this brief overview) we just consider
a propositional setting. Thus, the atomic assertions of our formal language
will be mere propositional symbols (e.g. p1, p2, ...), and the assertions (sentences) of the formal language (also called formulas) are built from the propositional symbols using the propositional connectives referred above and the
modal operators.
2.1

Modal Logic

The basic modal language7 just includes two modal operators: a necessity
operator, usually denoted8 by £, and a possibility operator, usually denoted
by ¯. In fact, once the two operators are dual, we just need to consider one of
them as primitive. For instance, we can consider £ as primitive, and define:
¯ = ¬£¬.
The standard semantics considers models of the form M=(W,R,V), where
W is a non-empty set that denotes the set of possible worlds (or states of affairs), R is a binary relation on W, called the accessibility relation between
worlds, and V is a valuation function that indicates which propositional symbols are assumed as representing true assertions at each world (for instance,
we may consider that V maps each propositional symbol pk into a subset of
W, that is seen as the set of worlds where pk is true).
We evaluate the truth-value of a sentence with respect to a world w of a
model M. We write M|=wϕ meaning that “the formula ϕ is true at the world
w of the model M” (and we use |≠ to deny |=), and define this notion recursively. The truth-value at a world w of the propositional symbols is defined by
V: M |=w pk iff (if and only if) w∈V(pk). The truth-value of the sentences
built from the propositional connectives is evaluated, as expected, without
changing the index w (i.e. without leaving the current world w in consideration) - e.g. M|=w¬ϕ iff M|≠wϕ; M|=wϕ∧ψ iff M|=wϕ and M|=wψ;
M|=wϕ∨ψ iff M|=wϕ or M|=wψ; etc. Finally, R is used to analyse the truthvalue of the formulas built from the modal operators: ϕ is necessary at w iff ϕ
is true at all worlds accessible from (or conceivable at) our current world w,
i.e. M|=w£ϕ iff M|=vϕ for every v such that9 wRv (and, from ¯=¬£¬, it
follows that M|=w¯ϕ iff there exists some v such that wRv and M|=vϕ).
7
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For an introduction to modal logic, see e.g. [12].
As we will see, when we consider other interpretations of these operators, we use
usually other symbols for them, in order to suggest such interpretations.
As usual, we write wRv instead of writing (w,v)∈R.

And we say that a formula ϕ is true in a model M, written M |= ϕ, iff it is
true at all worlds w of M, and that a formula ϕ is valid, written |= ϕ, iff it is
true in all the models we are considering.
We may, or not, impose some properties on the relation R considered in
our models. Varying the properties we impose on R will vary (in general) the
set of valid formulas. The logics (sets of valid formulas) we obtain in this way
correspond to the normal modal logics (or normal systems of modal logic).
We can also give axiomatic characterizations for such logics, where the
relevant formulas are then usually called theorems and are defined as the
smaller set of formulas that can be obtained from a set of formulas, called
axioms, by the application of some inference rules. Usually, it is used |-ϕ to
denote that ϕ is a theorem.
The minimal normal logic (that corresponds to the set of valid formulas
that we obtain without imposing any property on the accessibility relation R)
is called K, and can be defined10 axiomatically as the smallest set of formulas
that contains (as axioms) all tautologies and all instances of its distinctive
schema11
(K)
£(ϕ → ψ) → (£ϕ → £ψ)
and that is closed under the following inference rules, called Modus Ponens
(MP) and necessitation rule (RN):
(MP) From ϕ and ϕ → ψ infer ψ
(RN) From ϕ infer £ϕ
(i.e. "if |- ϕ and |- ϕ→ψ, then |- ψ" (MP) and "if |- ϕ then |- £ϕ" (RN)).
Stronger logics (with more theorems) can be obtained considering more
axioms. For instance, looking at modal logic as the logic of necessity and pos-
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There are various ways of defining axiomatically these logics. It is possible to
change the axioms and/or the inference (or deduction) rules, obtaining the same set
of theorems. Although the modal logics we will consider may differ on their axioms and rules related with the modal operators, in what follows we will assume
that they always incorporate the so-called propositional calculus (meaning that
they contain as axioms, or at least as theorems, all instances of the tautologies, and
that they satisfy the Modus Ponens inference rule, i.e. the set of their theorems is
closed under the application of such rule).
11
The acronym K was given in honour of the work in this area of Saul Kripke. We
note that the same symbol is used to designate this logic and its distinctive axiom.
Following Chellas [12], there is a practice of designating the modal logics by the
sequence of the acronyms of their distinctive axioms (writing e.g. K, KT, KD, K4,
KD4, etc.), although sometimes there are also other standard designations for some
of these logics. For instance: KD is also simply designated as D; KT is simply designated by T; KT4 is also known as S4; and the well-known normal modal system
S5 is nothing more than the logic KT5 (or the logic KT4B, that coincides with
KT5).

sibility, it is natural to consider (at least) that "what is necessarily true, is
true", which leads to impose also the axiom (schema)
(T)
£ϕ → ϕ
The normal modal logic so obtained (designated by KT or simply T: see the
previous footnote) characterizes (has as theorems) the set of formulas that are
valid in the class of models where R is reflexive (i.e., for any world w, wRw).
Sometimes we want to consider not logics stronger than K, but weaker
(with fewer theorems than any normal modal logic). In particular, as we shall
see, for some interpretations of the necessity operator, we do not want to have
the following rule
(RM) If |- ϕ → ψ then |- £ϕ → £ψ
known as the rule of the closure of the necessity operator under logical consequence, and a rule that, as can be easily seen12, is derivable in any normal
modal logic.
One way of defining the semantics of such non-normal modal logics is to
consider the minimal models popularized by Chellas in [12] (also called of
"neighbourhood semantics"). A variant of such models, that we have also
considered, can be obtained replacing, in the standard models, the accessibility relation (R) by a function f£:2W→2W, where f£(Z) is intuitively interpreted as denoting the set of worlds where the proposition13 Z is necessary,
and by defining the truth of £ϕ, at a world w of a model M=(W, f£,V), simply as follows:
M |=w £ϕ iff w ∈ f£(||ϕ||M)
14
(where ||ϕ|||M denotes the truth set of ϕ, i.e.{w: M |=w ϕ}).
The logics that we can obtain through this semantics are called in [12] of15
classical modal logics (or classical systems of modal logic). As before, we can
get different logics by imposing different properties on our models, namely
(now) on the function f£. If we do not impose any condition, we get the smallest classical modal logic, called E, that can be defined as the smallest set of
formulas that contains all tautologies and that is closed under Modus Ponens
and under the replacement of logical equivalents rule (RE), below:
(RE) If |- ϕ ↔ ψ then |- £ϕ ↔ £ψ
12

From |- ϕ→ψ, by the necessitation rule, we have |- £(ϕ→ψ). And |- £ϕ→£ψ
follows, by Modus Ponens, from such theorem and from the K-axiom
£(ϕ→ψ)→(£ϕ→£ψ).
13
Taking propositions to be sets of possible worlds (namely the set of those worlds in
which they are true).
14
When the model M we are referring to is clear from the context, we write simply
||ϕ||| (instead of ||ϕ|||M).
15
Note that the normal modal logics are a particular case of the classical modal logics
(see [12]).

2.2 Deontic Logic

The traditional approach to deontic logic sees it as a branch of modal logic,
where the necessity operator is interpreted as meaning obligation, and denoted
by O. The dual of O (¬O¬) is denoted usually by16 P and interpreted as meaning permission; and the concept of forbiddance is expressed through an operator F, that is defined as O¬.
Standard deontic logic (SDL for short) sees O as a normal modal necessity
operator. However, within this interpretation of the necessity operator, we do
not want to have the T-schema (Oϕ→ϕ) as a theorem of the logic (since what
is obligatory may be violated / non-fulfilled), and SDL replaces this axiom
(schema) by the weaker17
(D)
Oϕ → Pϕ
That is, SDL corresponds to the smallest normal system of modal logic containing the D-schema.
Semantically, standard deontic logic considers serial standard models, i.e.
models M=(W,R,V) where the relation R is serial (meaning that for each
world w there is a world v such that wRv). The accessibility relation is then
interpreted as follows:
wRv means that world v is an ideal version of world w
and, so, the definition
M |=w Oϕ iff ∀v (if wRv then M |=v ϕ)
informally means that the formula ϕ is considered obligatory in a world w iff
ϕ is true at all ideal versions of w.
SDL has been strongly criticized as an adequate system for deontic logic.
Some of the critics that are made are referred next.
The D-schema corresponds to state that what is obligatory is permitted,
which is intuitively a desired property; however, the D-schema is equivalent
to ¬(Oϕ∧O¬ϕ), making it apparently impossible to express contradictory
obligations in SDL. Also, once O is considered a normal operator (in SDL),
by the O-necessitation rule, any tautology (more generally, any theorem) is
obligatory, which is incompatible with the idea that obligations should be
possible to fulfil and possible to violate. And SDL gives rise to a set of paradoxes, part of them related with the closure of the O-operator under logical
consequence:
(RM)-rule: If |- ϕ → ψ then |- Oϕ → Oψ
In order to solve these and other problems of SDL, many other deontic logics
have been proposed. Although we do not want to enter in details, since the
16

Some works use P to denote a primitive modal operator, intended to represent a
concept of explicit permission (or strong permission), seeing the dual of the obligation operator (¬O¬) as denoting (only) a (different) notion of weak permission.
17
Weaker in the sense that it can be derived as a theorem in the logic T=KT.

deontic component, in isolation, is not our main focus here, we can briefly
refer18 that, among others, we may find proposals that define a semantics that:
• combine two accessibility relations (an ideal and a sub-ideal);
• consider ideal and sub-ideal worlds/states, plus ideal and sub-ideal transitions between worlds/states;
• consider the minimal models of Chellas [12], or some of its variants;
as well as proposals that consider dyadic modal operators, and a temporal
dimension, or a preference ordering of the worlds, or contexts.
Besides the previous proposals, where the deontic operators apply to formulas, we also find proposals where the deontic operators apply to action
terms, defining deontic logic on the top of a dynamic logic19.
2.3 Action Logics: the 'Brings it About' Action/Agency Logics

There are various types of action logics. Here we concentrate on the logics of
the "brings it about" type.
Contrarily to the dynamic logic operator (see the previous footnote), that is
centred on the actions, the "brings it about" action operator is centred on the
results, abstracting from the particular actions performed, which seems to be
in accordance with the level of abstraction we need when we want to characterize and describe humans’ acting, social interaction and complex normative
concepts.
As it is stated in [35, page 4], “when dealing with the complexity of human
affairs, it is sometimes difficult, or impossible, to pinpoint exactly what are
the actions of an agent x by means of which some state of affairs A is brought
about. This is especially true when there are actions of other agents to be taken into account ...”. Furthermore, in some circumstances, we may even do not
care which are such actions/means: sometimes what may be relevant is only
that a has brought it about some state of affairs ϕ, and he is responsible for
that; or that a is obliged to bring it about that ϕ, being possible that a can do it
by different means.
This has lead to the development of logics of action, where actions are taken to be relationships between agents and the states of affairs that they bring
about. The formal-logical development of this approach is due to Kanger and
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See e.g. [8], [17] and [26] for overviews of the paradoxes and of some of the proposals alternative to SDL.
Dynamic logic was developed within Computer Science, related with the correctness proofs of programs (see [15] for an overview). It uses normal modal operators
of the form [α], for α a program, where [α]ϕ means that “(if α is executed) after α,
ϕ is the case”. Later, these operators were applied to other kinds of action terms,
and used generically to express the effects of actions.

Pörn [22], [28-29]. They introduce an action operator20 (E) that relates an
agent (a) with the effects of his action (ϕ), omitting details about the specific
action that was performed and setting aside temporal aspects. The expression
Eaϕ can be read as: “agent a brings it about that ϕ”; or “agent a sees to it that
ϕ is the case”; or “agent a is responsible for its being the case that ϕ”. Central
to the “brings it about” concept is the notion of agency and of causation and
responsibility.
A debatable question is if when we assert Eaϕ, we should assume that
agent a has brought about ϕ with intention, or not. On the “stit theory” initiated by Nuel Belnap and Michael Perloff (see e.g. [2-3]), a theory that also corresponds to a very important trend in this approach to the logic of action, the
action operators are intended to be free from any psychological content such
as belief, desire, and intention. On the other hand, some authors, like Tuomela
[36], defend that the “sees to it” operator should be used only to describe intentional agency and intentional action. Hilpinen (in [19]) observes: “The
expression ‘seeing to it that ϕ’ usually characterises deliberate, intentional
action. ‘Bringing about that ϕ’ does not have such connotation, and can be
applied equally well to the unintentional as well as intentional (intended) consequences of one’s actions, including highly improbable and accidental consequences.” Herein, following Mark Brown (see [6, footnote 1]), we are not
considering such distinction between the expressions ‘brings it about’ and
‘sees to it’, and we assume that Eaϕ does not necessarily express that the indicated outcome (ϕ) of the agent’s action was intended.
Although the formal properties assigned to the action operator Ea may
vary among the different authors, with the main exception of Brian Chellas
([11], [13]), that proposes for Ea a normal modal logic of type KT, Ea is usually considered a non-normal modal operator satisfying the rule
(RE): If |- ϕ ↔ ψ then |- Eaϕ ↔ Eaψ
and including the schemas:
(T)
Eaϕ → ϕ
(C)
(Eaϕ ∧ Eaψ) → Ea(ϕ ∧ ψ)
(No) ¬EaT
(i.e. a classical modal operator of type ETCNo, according to the classification
of Chellas in [12]).
The action operators (of this kind), herein considered, are also assumed
satisfy these logical principles. The T-schema captures the intuition that if
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The symbol used to denote the action operator varies among the different authors.

agent a brings it about that ϕ, then ϕ is indeed the case21. Schema (No)22 is
used to try to capture the concept of agency itself: when Eaϕ is the case, the
state of affairs ϕ is, in some sense, caused by or the result of actions performed by agent a (the result of a's choices, in the stit terminology); the truth
of Eaϕ must imply that the actions of a were necessary to get the state of affairs ϕ; no agent can meaningfully bring about what is logically true, or more
generally, what was unavoidable.
With respect to the semantic characterization of the Ea operator, we find
different proposals23. Here we just refer to three of the main approaches.
• Pörn [29] uses standard models with two accessibility relations, associated
to each agent a,24 R1a and R2a, where informally R1a relates each world
w with the worlds v where a has acted as in w, and R2a relates w with the
worlds v where the agent acted differently from the way he has acted in w,
or in the words of Pörn:
w R1a v iff everything which a brings it about in w is the case in v
w R2a v iff not everything which a brings it about in w is the case in v
and defines25
M|=wEaϕ iff ∀v (if wR1av then M|=vϕ) and ∃v(wR2av and M|≠vϕ)
in order to capture the idea that Eaϕ is true (in a world) iff it is necessary
for something a does that ϕ, but for a’s action it might have been the case
that ¬ϕ (the “negative” or “counterfactual” condition)26.
• Variants of minimal models are considered in e.g.27 [14] and [32].
21
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Another way of arguing for the necessity of this schema is to follow Chellas [11]
saying that an agent a can be held responsible for its being the case that ϕ, only if it
is the case that ϕ.
Considering this schema, we cannot have the rule (RM); otherwise (once |- ϕ→ T),
we would obtain |- ¬Eaϕ, for any formula ϕ.
See [19] for an overview of some of the main semantical devices that have been
used.
Pörn assumes R1a reflexive and R2a serial and irreflexive (i.e. for any w it is not
the case that wR2aw).
This is equivalent to define Ea as a Boolean combination of two normal modalities.
The proposal of Pörn, in [28], did not contain this counterfactual condition, giving
a normal modal logic for Ea. On the other hand, in Kanger’s definition in [22]
(M|=wEaϕ iff ∀v(if wR1av then M|=vϕ) and ∀v(if wR2av then M|≠vϕ)), the
counterfactual condition was too strong (as was pointed out in [29], by Pörn).
In [32], the models M include, for each agent a, a function fa:2W→2W, where
fa(Z) intuitively denotes the set of worlds where agent a sees to it proposition Z
(functions that are constrained in order to get the desired principles for the action

• And, in the “stit theory”, a temporal semantics (much more elaborated) is
proposed for the action operator, according to which an agent a sees to it
that ϕ if the present fact that ϕ is guaranteed by a prior choice of a, meaning that in some previous time (the choice point) the agent made a choice
that guarantee the truth of ϕ at the present moment, and at such choice
point it would be possible for the agent to make another choice that would
not guarantee the current truth of ϕ (the negative condition) 28.
Using Ea we can express several different positions in which an agent a might
be with respect to a certain state of affairs ϕ, such as Eaϕ (did), Ea¬ϕ (averted) and ¬Eaϕ∧¬Ea¬ϕ (remained passive), as well as notions of control of
other agents, like EaEbϕ (made b do), Ea¬Ebϕ (made b avoid), etc. And
combining Ea with deontic operators (combination to be discussed in the next
section), we can then talk about the different normative positions in which one
or more agents might be, and use that to express legal concepts and relations
like rights, duties, etc., as was done e.g. by Lindahl in [24].
As a simple example of the kind of analysis that can be made with such
combination of operators, suppose we want to clarify the policy of some organization with respect to secret information. Suppose the regulation29 says:
"only the president and his secretary may have access to classified information". Consider that: read(x,y) means that agent x reads information y, pre
denotes the president, sec denotes his secretary, oth denotes any other person,
and ci denotes "classified information”. Does the regulation means only that
PEpreread(pre,ci)∧PEsecread(sec,ci)∧¬PEothread(oth,ci)
or does it also mean that there exists an obligation, both on the president and
on his secretary, to see to it that no one else has access to the classified information, as it is expressed by the formula
PEpreread(pre,ci)∧PEsecread(sec,ci)∧¬PEothread(oth,ci)∧
OEpre¬Eothread(oth,ci)∧OEsec¬Eothread(oth,ci)
or such obligation falls only on the secretary (for instance, because she is the
one that is responsible for storing such documents), as in

28

29

operator), and M|=wEaϕ iff w∈fa(||ϕ||). The semantic framework in [14] is much
more elaborated and complex.
Besides this action operator, related with agent's past choices, there exist also proposals of stit action operators related with agent's present choices (called “deliberative stit” operators). For a presentation of the stit theory, its problems, and a discussion of various stit operators, see e.g. [7].
This is a version of the example of the hospital regulation analysed by Jones and
Sergot in [20]. For the study of the theory of normative positions, its generation
and its usefulness, with a much more detailed analysis of various examples, see
[20] and [34-35].

PEpreread(pre,ci)∧PEsecread(sec,ci)∧¬PEothread(oth,ci)∧
OEsec¬Eothread(oth,ci)
or does it still mean anything more? Naturally, these logics do not provide an
answer to the question, but they can help in finding it, by providing the means
to discriminate different possible alternatives for the formal representation of
such regulation.
2.4 Deontic Logic Again: Personal Deontic Operators

It is natural to try to use deontic operators to direct personal individual agency, and in general we associate obligations (permissions or prohibitions) to
agents. As it is said in [5, section 1]: “Obligations, I am supposing, normally
call for action. We do not ordinarily impute obligations to beings we do not
view as agents. Nor do we ordinarily hold that an agent has an obligation
about which nothing (not even an exercise of restraint) should be done.”
Thus, we may consider that we want to capture sentences meaning something like:
“agent a ought to see to it that ϕ”
where the obligation is attached to an agent, and the obligation is referring to
an act that he must perform.
Suppose, then, that we consider explicit personal deontic operators to express such sentences. Concretely, suppose that we consider personal deontic
operators (where the deontic operators are indexed by an agent), with the following informal meaning:
Oaϕ : agent a ought to see to it that ϕ
(or a is under an obligation of bringing about ϕ)
Paϕ : a is permitted to see to it that ϕ
Faϕ : a is forbidden to see to it that ϕ
Then, an obvious question to put, is if such personal deontic operators need to
be primitive, or can be defined using other operators. And a natural proposal,
suggested by the examples above, is to define the previous personal deontic
operators as the following iterations of impersonal deontic operators and (indexed) action operators:
Oaϕ = OEaϕ
Paϕ = PEaϕ
Faϕ = FEaϕ
Although this proposal seems natural, it has some consequences, and some
criticisms have been made against this option in e.g. [16] and [23]. 30.
30

Reductions of impersonal obligations to personal obligations are discussed e.g. by
Hilpinen (in [18]), and by Herrestad [16] and Krogh [23], who criticize the reduc-

First we lose the inter definability of the personal deontic operators. We
still have that Paϕ↔¬Faϕ (as well as Oaϕ→Paϕ, if O satisfies the Dschema), but the schemas Faϕ↔Oa¬ϕ and Paϕ↔¬Oa¬ϕ are no longer valid. (Note that to impose the obligation Oa¬ϕ=OEa¬ϕ is "stronger" than to
simply impose Faϕ=O¬Eaϕ). We do not think that this is a problem.
The second criticism, that may be called the “problem of transmission of
obligations”, can be described as follows: since (by the T-schema) |- EaEbϕ
→ Ebϕ, if O satisfies the RM-rule (as is the case if O is a normal operator, as
in SDL), then (according to the abbreviations above) the schema OaEbϕ →
Obϕ becomes a theorem, which is clearly unacceptable (what does the obligations of a have to do with the obligations of b ?).
Another criticism, that may be called the “problem of exclusion of conflicts”, can be described as follows: since (by the T-schema) |- Eaϕ→¬Eb¬ϕ,
if O satisfies the RM-rule, then |- OEaϕ→O¬Eb¬ϕ, i.e. according to the previous abbreviations |- Oaϕ→Fb¬ϕ, becoming impossible to express conflicts
of obligations31, even between different agents.
Taking into account these criticisms, we have two options: either consider
that the personal deontic operators need to be primitive, or to consider that
they can be defined as above, through iterations of impersonal deontic operators and personal action operators, but considering also that the impersonal
obligation operator O does not verify the RM-rule, as was defended in [4].
Without excluding that the first option may also have some advantages, herein
we will consider that the meaning of the personal deontic operators can be (at
least intuitively) characterized by the above iterations of impersonal deontic
operators and personal action operators, and assume that the O operator does
not verify the RM-rule, at least with all its generality (not excluding that it can
satisfy some weaker versions of such rule).
But how to characterize deontic concepts, like obligations, when we want
to use them to direct the agency of groups of agents, organizations, etc.? This
will be discussed in section 3, extending the analysis we have made in [9].
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tions proposed in [18]. (In [23] a double indexed O operator is also proposed, in
order to capture notions like “an agent a has an obligation with respect to an agent
b to bring about some state of affairs”.) For the definition of personal obligations
based on dynamic logic see e.g. [30], where the previous works are also discussed.
But, to be precise, as Mark A. Brown has stressed to us, in order to derive (as a
theorem) the exclusion of conflicts of obligations schema Oaϕ→¬Ob¬ϕ, we also
need that the operator O verifies the D-schema.

2.5 Some Extensions and Refinements of the 'Brings it About' Logics

Some generalizations, extensions and refinements of the “brings it about” type
of action operators have been proposed. Below we will refer only to two of
them. Besides these two, we have proposed also a generalization of these action operators in order to capture the notion of acting in a role, but we will
delay its presentation to the next section 3, where we will motivate its interest.
Sometimes we have found it useful to have a way to express notnecessarily successful intentional actions, and in [33] we have proposed an
attempt operator, Ha, with the following meaning:
Haϕ means that “agent a has attempted to bring about that ϕ”
As expected, Ha does not verify the T-schema, and in [33] it was considered
that Ha behaves like a classical modal operator of type EC (i.e. satisfying the
RE-rule, "if |-ϕ↔ψ then |-Haϕ↔Haψ", and including the C-schema,
Haϕ∧Haψ→Ha(ϕ∧ψ), as an axiom).
In [33] it was also proposed the following bridging principle between the
two action operators:
Eaϕ → H aϕ
However, since it is natural to assume that an attempt presupposes intention32,
and since we have considered that Ea does not presupposes intention, we now
think that we should not impose this schema, as an axiom of our logic.
On the other hand, (at least for some applications) it seems acceptable to
consider the schema
HaEbϕ → Haϕ (and also, in principle, HaHbϕ → Haϕ)
Naturally, we can combine both action operators and use that to try to express
some relevant concepts and discriminate different acts, and control situations.
For instance, we may say that an agent a has an effective or total control
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The attribution of intention to the operator “attempt” is another reason for rejecting
the RM-rule (i.e. that “if |-ϕ→ψ then |-Haϕ→Haψ“), since the agent may be not
aware of all the logical consequences of his attempts (and some consequences may
even be not desired/intended). If we also consider epistemic logics, with Ka representing the knowledge modal operator "agent a knows that", then, intuitively, it
might make sense impose the schema Haϕ∧Ka(ϕ→ψ)→Haψ (as an axiom or theorem). However, we note that if we consider a normal modal logic for Ka (thus,
assuming that an agent is an ideal reasoner that knows every theorem), then the
previous schema will lead to the RM-rule. Another hypothetical alternative is to
only impose that Haϕ∧Ba(ϕ→ψ)→BaHaψ, with Ba representing the doxastic
modal operator "agent a believes that".

("power-of") with respect to the state of affairs ϕ, if Haϕ → Eaϕ is always the
case.33 And we can distinguish the following possible situations:
• H aϕ ∧ Eaϕ
(“a attempted and succeed” / “a has brought about ϕ with intention”);
• ¬Haϕ ∧ Eaϕ
(“a has brought about ϕ without intention”);
• Haϕ ∧ ¬Eaϕ
(“a attempted to bring about that !, but he didn't succeed”); and
• ¬Haϕ ∧ ¬Eaϕ
(“a has not brought it about that ϕ, neither has attempted”)34
as well as we can use iterations of the action operators to try to discriminate
situations35 like:
• a causes that b acts, that b performs an action that produces ϕ
(a's action is the cause of b's acting: either a motivates, persuades, induces
b to act, or a simply provokes (by physical or reactive mechanisms) b's behaviour. A possible example: a is the principal while b is the hired killer).
Possible representation:
H aEbϕ ∧ EaEbϕ
(assuming that b has succeeded in bringing it about that ϕ)
or (maybe better, possibly depending on the cases)
H aH bϕ ∧ H bϕ ∧ Ebϕ
(again, assuming that b has succeeded in bringing it about that ϕ)
• a causes that b's independent action produces ϕ
(a's action does not cause b's action but only that b's action produces the
outcome ϕ. A possible example: a prepares a bomb connected with b's
room switch, and b ignores everything).
Possible representation:
HaEbϕ ∧ ¬Hbϕ ∧ Ebϕ
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This should be seen only as a possible example, since the discussion of how to
represent this control’s notion falls outside the scope of this paper. For instance, as
we have referred at the introduction, in order to have the real power, the agent must
be aware of having such power, which means that probably we should add to the
definition above that Ba(Haϕ→Eaϕ) (with Ba representing "a believes that", as in
the previous footnote).
Note that the last two cases are both compatible with a situation where ! is the
case (because someone else has brought about !), as well as with a situation where
! is not the case.
This problem was posed to us by Cristiano Castelfranchi, and what follows is an
attempt of a possible solution.

On the other hand, sometimes, we have also found useful be able to distinguish between the direct and immediate effects of an agent’s own actions and
those indirect effects that follow from such direct effects, either sometime
later, by some causal connection, or by institutional connection (a topic to be
addressed later in this paper), or by other reasons, effects that can also be attributed to the responsibility of the agent.36 Thus, we will consider a “direct”
action operator37, denoted by Da, with Daϕ meaning that “agent a has brought
it about that ϕ is the case, directly (and immediately)”, and we will continue
to use the operator Ea to express states of affairs that are generically brought
about by the agent a, in some generic sense.
As a natural bridging principle we have that
D aϕ → Eaϕ
but not the other way around. For instance, suppose that agent a steals the
canteen of b, that was in the desert, and in consequence of this, some hours
later, b dies of thirst (dehydrated): in such a situation, we may state that
Eadies(b), but not that Dadies(b) (although it is correct to state that Da”b is
without water”, as well as Da”eventually b dies”). On the other hand, a situation where a shoots a gun, killing (immediately) b, will be correctly described
by Dadies(b).
In the applications we have in mind in this article, we are not especially interested in distinguishing the direct effects of an agent’s actions and those
indirect effects that follow, sometime later, by some causal connection (as in
the previous example), but we will be particularly interested in distinguishing
the direct effects of an agent’s actions from the institutional, or legal, consequences that might follow from them, in some circumstances, to be discussed
later.
2.6 Counts-as

Another modal operator that we want to use in order to characterize collective
agency and organizations' modelling is the "counts-as" operator proposed by
Andrew Jones and Marek Sergot.
According to Jones and Sergot [21], within institutions, organizations, or
other normative systems, there are rules that state that some acts, or some
36
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In [32] we have also introduced distinct action operators to distinguish the cases
where an agent brings it about a state of affairs !, by himself, and the cases where
the agent succeeds in obtaining ! “indirectly”, by exercising his power or influence on other agent (that brings it about !). Here, we want to describe not only
what an agent has brought about by himself, but, more specifically, the direct and
immediate effects of the agent’s own actions.
For a definition of this operator within the stit framework see [7].

state of affairs count as, or are to be classified as acts, or state of affairs of a
different kind (rules that may differ from system to system). And, to express
such “count as” (“meaning”) relations they propose the use of a conditional
modal operator ⇒s (where the index s refers the relevant system of analysis).
Although they do not restrict the use of ⇒s connected to act-descriptions,
this was their main goal, considering expressions like Eaϕ ⇒s Ebψ with the
following intended meaning: “a’s act of bringing about ϕ, counts, within the
institution s, as a means by which agent b (who may but need not be the institution s itself) establishes state of affairs ψ; a may be said to act on behalf, or
as an agent of b”.
For ⇒s they proposed a modal conditional logic containing (the tautologies, the Modus Ponens rule, and) the following two rules
If |- ψ1 ↔ ψ2 then |- (ϕ ⇒s ψ1) ↔ (ϕ ⇒s ψ2)
If |- ϕ1 ↔ ϕ2 then |- (ϕ1 ⇒s ψ) ↔ (ϕ2 ⇒s ψ)
plus the following schemas (but not their converses)
((ϕ ⇒s ψ1) ∧ (ϕ ⇒s ψ2)) → (ϕ ⇒s (ψ1 ∧ ψ2))
((ϕ1 ⇒s ψ) ∧ (ϕ2 ⇒s ψ)) → ((ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2) ⇒s ψ)
Andrew Jones and Marek Sergot have also introduced a normal modal operator, of type KD, denoted by Ds, where expressions of the form Dsϕ may be
read as follows: “it is a constraint of institution s that ϕ is the case” or “it is
incompatible with the rules operating in institution s that ϕ is not the case”.
Herein we use D for direct action. Thus we will use Rs instead of Ds, and read
Rsϕ as meaning “according to the rules operating/accepted in institution s, ϕ
is the case” or "is recognized/accepted by s that ϕ is the case".
By the fact that an institution s considers that ! is the case (according to its
internal rules), we cannot conclude that ! corresponds to a true fact of the
world.38 Moreover, what it is recognized/accepted by an institution may differ
from institution to institution: for instance, some institution (e.g. a religious
institution) may consider that, according to its rules, “John and Helen are married”, while other institutions (e.g. the normative system of some country)
may consider that, according to its rules, “John and Helen are not married”.39
38

For instance, someone may be innocent of a crime, although the normative system s
(through its courts) may declare that (consider proved that, according to its rules)
he is guilty.
39
With respect to some facts, corresponding to normative (or institutional) relationships, like “John and Helen are married”, it is even arguable if we can talk about its
truth, or if we can only refer that they are recognized as being true by some institution s. In such cases what happens is that usually we identify its truth as meaning
truth according to some relevant legal system. However, an analysis of this topic
lies outside the scope of this paper.

Thus the operator Rs cannot verify the T-schema, Rsϕ→ϕ. And Andrew
Jones and Marek Sergot also reject the converse of the T-schema: ϕ → Rsϕ.40
Finally, as bridging principles between ⇒s and Rs, Jones and Sergot have
proposed (in [21])
(ϕ ⇒s ψ) → Rs(ϕ → ψ)
(from which it follows (ϕ ⇒s ψ) → (Rsϕ → Rsψ), since Rs is normal).
Moreover, they also adopted the following (more debatable) schema
(ϕ ⇒s ψ) → (ϕ → Rsϕ)
as a means of securing the stronger detachment principle:
(ϕ ⇒s ψ) → (ϕ → Rsψ).

3. Organized Collective Agency
Agents may be subject of obligations and in order to fulfil them, they must
act. And, by acting and interacting, the agents can modify the relevant state of
affairs, as well as create new obligations (for instance, by making contracts).
And, as we have already seen, we may combine impersonal deontic operators
and personal action operators (for instance of the brings it about type) to describe the obligations that apply to each agent, and the effects of their acting
on the relevant state of affairs. But, if we want to describe social interaction,
we cannot avoid considering joint actions and collective agency.
3.1 Joint Action

Two or more agents can jointly act in order to do some task (e.g. to move a
very heavy table, to make a contract, etc.), and the brings it about action operators can be generalized in order to cover also such situations, as was proposed for instance by Lars Lindahl in [24].
Supposing that X denotes a (finite) set of agents, we may write EXϕ with
the following informal meaning: the set of agents described in X jointly see to
it the state of affairs ϕ. In general, when we assert EXϕ we want to express
that the actions of the agents in X cause the state of affairs ϕ; the actions of
40

Once Rs is a normal operator, (if ϕ is a logical truth, in the sense of a theorem of
our logic, i.e.), if |-ϕ, then |-Rsϕ, and so, in such case, also |-ϕ→Rsϕ. However
ϕ→Rsϕ is not a theorem schema, i.e. is not a theorem for all formulas ϕ, and this is
in accordance with the meaning of Rs. Note that even when ! represents what we
may call a “scientific truth”, its truth may be not recognized by all the institutions;
e.g. for a long time the Catholic Church has not recognized that the earth moves
around the sun.

each of such agents were necessary (or, at least, contribute) to the production
of ϕ. We may say that the agents described in X jointly cooperate to bring
about that ϕ is the case (we leave it here open if such cooperation was intended or not).
Within such extension, we can express some notions of collective agency,
and define logics where formulas of the form41 E{a,b}ϕ∧¬Eaϕ∧¬Ebϕ (with
a ≠ b) can be consistent, allowing to express situations where two agents
jointly have brought about some state of affairs, without being the case that
any of them has brought it about by himself (as when four grams of poison is
the minimum quantity sufficient to kill a person c; a and b, each give to c two
grams of poison at the same time; and ϕ is the sentence “c dies”: [24, page
222]).
There exist also situations where we may have E{a,b}ϕ and Eaϕ∧Ebϕ
both true.42 And there might exist even cases where the production of some
state of affairs ϕ by an agent a “counts as” if it was the set of agents {a,b} that
have produced ϕ. However, by obvious reasons, we reject a general principle
of the form
EXϕ → EYϕ , for X ⊆ Y
Using this operator, we can describe the establishment of contracts. For instance, the establishment of a contract between a and b, by which a becomes
under the obligation of doing ϕ and b becomes under the obligation of doing
ψ, can be expressed by E{a,b}(Oaϕ ∧ Obψ).
3.2 Collective Agency

Suppose now that a group (a set) X of agents wants to act collectively in a
more or less permanent basis.
Then, one first hypothesis that we may consider is that “whenever the
group X wants to act, all members of X meet and act together”, and we could
use the previous action operators to express such situations.
But, if we assume that the group X of agents wants to act collectively in a
more or less permanent basis, probably it will interact with other agents and
groups, making contracts, etc., creating in this way obligations for the group
itself. And the question now is how we can characterize such kind of collective obligations (that below we will denote by) OX.
41
42

Lindahl would index the action operator with a+b instead of with {a,b}: see [24,
pp. 220-222).
According to [24, page 222], this happens in the example above, if both a and b
give four grams of poison to c. In [7] we defend other point of view regarding this
example.

Since we are assuming that the group X always acts through a joint act of
all its members, it is natural to assume that an obligation OXϕ will have the
form of an obligation on a joint action of the group X, which we may represent by an expression like OEXϕ. However, this does not solve our problem.
As a matter of fact, as we defended in [9], we think that only an agent acting
can be deontically qualified, because if an obligation is not fulfilled we must
know who is potentially subject to punishment. According to this point of
view,43 the collective obligation must be defined in terms of obligations of the
agents, and, at a first sight, in terms of individual obligations of the members
of X. Two options seem then apparently natural (where we follow the terminology of [31]):
1) A “general obligation”, where an obligation on a group corresponds to an
obligation on each of its members: OXϕ = ∀x∈X Oxϕ
2) Or a “weak general obligation”, where an obligation on a group corresponds to an obligation on some of its members: OXϕ = ∃x∈X Oxϕ
Option 2) does not serve. To see this suffices to note that it validates
OXϕ→OYϕ, for any Y such that X⊆Y.
In the case under analysis, where the group X always acts through a joint
act of all its members, it seems natural to say that an obligation on the group
corresponds to an obligation on each of its members. But we must be careful
when describing the obligation that applies to each of the members of the
group X. We do not want to say that OXϕ means that ∀x∈XOxϕ (i.e.
∀x∈XOExϕ), as it would be stated according to option 1. Suppose, as a very
simple example, that X is a football group/team and ! is “to score (at least)
five goals on today’s game”; then, in order that the team score five goals, we
do not need that each of his players score five goals (and thus we do not want
to say that each of his players is under that obligation). In this case (of a group
X that always acts through a joint act of all its members), the most natural
interpretation of OXϕ seems to be ∀x∈XOExEXϕ (i.e. ∀x∈XOxEXϕ), or,
using the attempt operator, ∀x∈X OHxEXϕ.
3.3 Collective Agency: Acting in the name of, Counts-as and Direct Acts

Let us continue to suppose that a group X of agents wants to act collectively
in a more or less permanent basis. However, the previous case, where the
group always acts through a joint act of all its members, is not the most usual
case. If a group X wants to act in a more or less permanent basis, usually the
43

Herein we will only consider obligations. See [9] for a similar discussion related
with permissions, and prohibitions.

group will organize its activities in some stable way, and allowing that some
acts may be performed in the name of the group by some of his members. In
that case, the group will create a statute (or an internal code) stating that such
is the case.
Suppose, for instance, that the group decides that:
i) His member a may bring about a certain type of states of affairs ϕ in the
name of the group; or that
ii) Any of his members may bring about the state of affairs ϕ in the name of
the group (suppose that X is a group of Mafia killers and they have a code
stating that “when one of us kills, we all kill”44).
If we want to characterize such situation, what it will be required? One hypothesis would be to describe such decision-act of the group X as follows:
case i):
EX (Eaϕ → EXϕ)
case ii):
EX ∀x∈X (Exϕ → EXϕ)
However, these formal characterizations (of what the group X has brought
about through its decision) have some imprecision and drawbacks.
Consider e.g. case ii), and suppose that a is a member of the group, Eaϕ is
the case and ϕ means kills(b). From EX∀x∈X(Exϕ→EXϕ) it follows that
∀x∈X(Exϕ→EXϕ) and so (since a∈X) also Eaϕ→EXϕ. Thus, from Eaϕ, we
can derive that EXkills(b). But, in such a situation is it correct to conclude that
EXkills(b) ?
Our first comment, regarding such situation, is that the sentence
∀x∈X(Exϕ→EXϕ) may describe only an internal agreement of the members
of X, not necessarily accepted by the “external world” (the “society”, or possibly better, the “relevant normative/legal system”, in what follows denoted
by s). For instance, in the previous case the normative system may not recognize that EXkills(b) is the case, if a has killed b alone45.
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Note that this code is compatible with a further requirement that any member of the
group is forbidden to kill without an express joint authorization of the group X,
but, nevertheless, if someone of X kills (let us suppose) some member b of another
rival group Y, the group X will assume that this counts as if the group X has killed
b, although possible sanctions might then be taken by the group X with respect to
the real killer of b.
Observe that the situation described is not exactly like a situation where group X
jointly decides that his member a has a duty to kill agent b, which we could represent by EXOEakill(b). In such case, if a kills b, the normative system may recognize, or not, that both Eakills(b) and EXkills(b) are true in that situation.

Thus, in such case, we should replace the material implication operator
(→) by the counts-as operator of Andrew Jones and Marek Sergot, and write
(considering e.g. case ii)) that
EX ∀x∈X (Exϕ ⇒X EXϕ)
Then, assuming a∈X, we can deduce Eaϕ ⇒X EXϕ. And if Eaϕ is the case,
although we cannot derive that EXϕ, we can derive that RXEXϕ is the case,
where an expression like RXψ can be read as follows: “according to the rules
accepted by X – by the members of X – ψ is the case” or “is recognised/accepted by X (interpreted as it is recognised/accepted by all the members of X) that ψ is the case”.
Of course, there might exist cases where the legal system gives to X the
power to allow someone act on his name with respect to some state of affairs
ϕ (for instance, according to the normative system, by signing an appropriate
document, a family X may give power to an agent a to sell the family’s
house46). In such cases, it seems that the act of exercising such power by the
group X can be describe as follows (assuming that a is the name of the agent
to whom X has delegated the power to bring about ϕ on its behalf):47
EX (Eaϕ ⇒s EXϕ)
46

Situation that could be characterized as follows:
(*) EXdocument(a,X) ⇒s (Easells(house_of(X)) ⇒s EXsells(house_of(X)))
According to this characterization, if EXdocument(a,X) is the case (where document(a,X) means an appropriate document is signed by X with respect to agent a),
then, according to the logic proposed in [21], we can derive that
Rs(Easells(house_of(X)) ⇒s EXsells(house_of(X))).
And, if we accept also the schema (ϕ⇒sψ)↔Rs(ϕ⇒sψ), then we can also derive
Easells(house_of(X))⇒sEXsells(house_of(X)).
Moreover, if we assume the schema (ϕ⇒sψ)→(EXϕ→EXRsψ) (which needs further research, since it is not a schema of [21]), besides the schemas EXϕ↔EXEXϕ

47

and (ϕ⇒sψ)↔Rs(ϕ⇒sψ), then, from (*), if EXdocument(a,X) is the case, we can
deduce
EX(Easells(house_of(X)) ⇒s EXsells(house_of(X))
which seems to correctly characterize the situation occurring.
The signing of the appropriate document is the means by which X has brought it
about that (Easells(house_of(X))⇒sEXsells(house_of(X)) is the case.
When we do not want to refer to different legal systems, sometimes we identify the
truth (of some kind of statements) with its recognition by the “relevant legal system”. In such cases, for practical purposes, we may dispense the “counts-as” operator, and write EX(Eaϕ→EXϕ) instead of EX(Eaϕ⇒sEXϕ).

However, there are still other reasons by which we think that neither of the
formulas
Eaϕ ⇒X EXϕ (or, in case ii), ∀x∈X (Exϕ ⇒X EXϕ))
Eaϕ ⇒ s EX ϕ
represents exactly the state of affairs that the group X has created (or wants to
create).
In fact, not all acts of a are made in the name of the group X and it is possible that agent a may bring about ϕ not in the name of the group X, but for
himself (or in the name of another agent or group), in which case we do not
want derive RXEXϕ nor RsEXϕ, from Eaϕ. Even in the previous example of
a Mafia group X with the code “when one of us kills, we all kill”, it is implicitly assumed that it means “when one of us kills (acting as a member of the
group), we all kill”; if a member of the group is paid by another organization
to kill someone, such act will not certainly be assumed by the group X as an
act made by the group.
An agent can do a similar act playing different roles, but to know the effects of such act and its deontic classification, we must know in which role it
was played.
For instance, an administrator of a company may be permitted to drive a
company’s car when on duty – i.e. when he is acting in the quality of administrator – but be forbidden to use that car when on holiday; and even if he is
permitted to drive that car on holiday, if he has a car accident, the responsibility of repairing the damage caused will depend on the role he was playing
when he had the car accident (probably the company will be responsible for
repairing the damage if, and only if, he was on duty). As another example, a
person that is administrator of a computer system can interact with the computer system in the quality of administrator or as a simple user, and the effect
of its orders (e.g. to delete certain type of files) may depend the role that he is
playing (either the deletion, or nothing, because a simple user is not authorized to delete such files).
Thus it becomes necessary express the quality in which agent a has acted
when he brought about ϕ. Using Ea:Xϕ (or Ea as X ϕ) to denote that a has
brought about ϕ as if it was X that has acted (a has brought about ϕ acting in
the name of X - as a representative of X), then we can write (where EX:Xϕ
may be read “X has brought about ϕ acting as himself)
Ea:Xϕ ⇒X EX:Xϕ
as well as
Ea:Xϕ ⇒s EX:Xϕ

Naturally, we can question how we know that a has brought about ϕ as himself (in his own name) or in the name of the group X. We will discuss such
issue later.
Another question is how we can discriminate, in our formal language, the
cases where
i) X has brought about ϕ, because some agent has brought about ϕ in
the name of X
from the cases where
ii) X has brought about ϕ, directly, by himself (by a joint act of the
group X)
which might be important to know, e.g. for legal purposes (particularly if
some illegal act has been made).
For instance, we can introduce a notation like
EX / a ϕ
(or simply EX/a ϕ, if the institution s can be deduced
s

from the context)
(read as “according to the institution s, X has brought about ϕ through a’s
acting”), as an abbreviation of a statement like
Ea:Xϕ ∧ (Ea:Xϕ ⇒s EX:Xϕ)
However, although this abbreviation is useful, we note that there might exist
cases where EX/ aϕ is true, but X has also directly jointly brought that ϕ is
s

the case48. Other option is to consider the operator of direct action, D, to describe the direct acts made by an agent and the direct joint acts made by a
group X of agents, and discriminate i) and ii) above as follows:
i) EX:Xϕ ∧ ¬DXϕ
and
ii)

DXϕ

Finally, how should we characterize now a “collective obligation” OXϕ for
the kind of group X of agents under analysis?
Since we are not in presence of a group X that always acts through a joint
act of all his members, allowing that some members can act on his name, we
should not interpret OXϕ as meaning ODXϕ. A reasonable interpretation
might be OEX:Xϕ. But how to guarantee that such obligation will be fulfilled,
and how to know whom may be subject to punishment, if such is not the case?
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Suppose a hypothetical case where (a single agent or) a group X has hired a specialist a to kill (let us say) the president, but meanwhile all members of the group
X have also put poison in the glass of water of the president, and at the same time
the president drinks the glass and receives a shot from a.

Clearly, now this collective obligation OXϕ should not be seen as a general obligation of the form
OXϕ = ∀x∈X Oxϕ
or of a similar kind.
Although the “weak general obligation” OXϕ = ∃x∈X Oxϕ still does not is
what we want (by the reasons already explained), in some sense it gives us a
kind of “meta-rule”, stating what is that the group X must do (when it creates
his statute). Basically, the group must guarantee that someone becomes responsible by fulfil the obligations of the group:
OXϕ → ∃x∈X Oxϕ
More precisely, the group will state in its statute, something like
OXϕ → OEa:Xϕ
where the particular agent a may be dependent on the type of statement ϕ to
which the obligation refers (and the group will also give representative powers to such acts).
3.4 Collective Agency: Collective Agents and Roles

Suppose now that, as before, a group X of agents have common interests and
want to act collectively in a more or less permanent basis, but that such common activity should continue, even if some member of the group is not anymore interested in it, or when it is possible to aggregate other members to the
group.
In such cases, the natural way for the group X to proceed is to create a distinct entity, with its own identity (like it is the typical case of an organization).
The members of the group will be related with such entity by special relationships, like "member-of" ("associate-of", etc.), but such entity will persist even
if the set of its members will change.
Of course, this entity, created by the group X, needs to act, and so it is an
agent. In [9] and [27] we have called it of “institutionalized agent”49; herein
we will call it a “collective agent” (independently of the number of persons
related with it). In some cases (like when we talk about organizations), the
Law will recognize such entity as a “real agent" (sometimes called an "artificial person"), having juridical personality and legal competence, as any natural person. In other cases, that we do not want to exclude here, this “collective
agent” may be more informal, without a legal recognized status.
Naturally, this “collective agent” needs to act, but it cannot act directly!
Thus, someone needs act on his name. When a “collective agent” o is created,
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Possibly, an alternative, better name, is institutional agent.

a statute is elaborated, defining the main norms regulating o’s activity, and
stating, in particular, the rules by which one can act on his behalf.
The main difference for the previous case is that such rules do not state
who is the concrete person that can act in the name of the collective agent.
The “collective agent” (the organization) is usually structured in terms of
what we may call positions, or roles within the organization (we may call
them structural roles50, meaning that they correspond to roles defined in the
structure of the organization), and the statute of the organization describes
who has the power to act in the name of the organization. But this description
is abstract: it does not say which particular person can act in the name of the
organization; instead, it attributes such power to the holders of some positions/roles (independently of whom they are).
Normally, exists an individual position (in the sense that may have only
one holder), like president-of, whose titular can act on behalf of the organization and is usually seen as the leader of the organization, and, when the organization is created, the statute not only defines the rules for his election/choice,
but it also defines a provisory initial titular for that position. The statute also
defines if the titular of such position has power to delegate the power of acting
in the name of the organization, and in which conditions.
Leaders are typically chosen based on their influence over the other members of the group and on their capacity of convincing them that they have a
strategy that will benefit the organization. It is important for the success of the
organization that their members trust on their leader, but we will not discuss
such issue here.
As we have referred, to some roles are attributed representative powers.
Suppose that r:REP(o,ϕ) means that “the role r is a representative role of the
collective agent (organization) o, with respect to a state of affairs ϕ (the scope
of the representation)”. The notation r:REP(o,ϕ) doesn't mean that role r can
act in the name of o. We think that (only) agents can act, and roles are not
agents (thus a role does not act). What r:REP(o,ϕ) does mean is that when
someone, playing the role r, does (brings it about that) ϕ, this act can be seen
as an act made in the name of o (as if it was o who has acted), which was expressed in [27] by
∀x (Ex:rϕ → Eo:oϕ)
where Ex:rϕ means “x acting in the role r does (brings it about that) ϕ” and
Eo:oϕ means “o acting in the role of itself does ϕ”.
Using the counts-as operator, we can reformulate the previous definition as
follows, assuming that this representative power is recognized by the “society” s (the relevant normative system)
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Castelfranchi [10] refers to them as positional entities.

∀x (Ex:rϕ ⇒s Eo:oϕ)
Naturally, an organization has some general duties from the start, and those
acting on behalf of the organization can establish new obligations for the organization through their acts, for instance by establishing contracts with other
agents (persons, organizations, etc.). And such duties of the organization must
be distributed among the different positions, specifying the norms that apply
to those that occupy such positions (that hold such roles), and usually attributing to them the power to act in the name of the organization, with respect to
the fulfilment of such duties. And in this way we have a dynamic of obligations, where the obligations flow from the organization to the holders of some
roles, and these, through their acts, create new obligations for the organization.
The organization's statute normally distributes the “general duties” of the
organization among the different positions, and gives power to the holders of
some positions to make a similar distribution of the concrete duties that will
be attached to the organization through its normal activity (by the acts of
those that act on the organization's behalf).
The allocation of a duty ϕ of the organization o to a role r can be described
through formulas of the form
O oϕ → O rϕ
i.e., more precisely (since, similarly to what happened before, with respect to
the previous "collective obligation", we can interpret an obligation, Ooϕ, on a
"collective agent" o, as OEo:oϕ)
OEo:oϕ → Orϕ
where the attribution of deontic notions (obligations, permissions and prohibitions) to roles is defined by
Orϕ =def ∀x∈X (qual(x:r) → OEx:rϕ)
Prϕ =def ∀x∈X (qual(x:r) → PEx:rϕ)
Frϕ =def ∀x∈X (qual(x:r) → FEx:rϕ)
where qual(x:r) is true if and only if the agent x holds the role r – “agent x is
qualified to play the role r”. In general, given a role r(...), we have that
qual(x,r(...)) is a predicate that can be described as is-r(x,...). For instance,
qual(a,president_of(o)) = is-president_of(a,o)
which means that a is qualified to play the role of president_of(o) iff ispresident_of(a,o) is true, that is, iff a is the president of organization o. (See
[9], [27] for details.)
According to the previous definitions, attach an obligation, permission or
prohibition, to a role, with respect to some state of affairs ϕ, corresponds to

state that all51 the holders of the role are obliged, permitted or forbidden, to do
ϕ, acting in the quality of holder of that role. For instance:
• Fadministrator-of(o)ϕ informally means that all the administrators of o are
forbidden to do ϕ, when acting in the quality of administrators of o
• and OEo:oϕ → Opresident-of(o)ϕ informally means that the president of
the organization o, inherits, from o, the obligation of doing ϕ (acting in
that quality of president), thus expressing that such obligation, of the organization, flows for its president.
The previous definitions allow the deontic characterization of roles independently from the agents that hold them at a particular moment. Even in the
(more or less frequent) cases where we have a role that can have only one
holder (as e.g. president-of(o)), it is still useful attach deontic notions to the
role (defined as above), instead of directly to the current holder of such role,
since this one can change.
However, in such cases, of a role r with only one holder, it might be useful
to consider abbreviations to abstractly refer to his current holder, like for instance the-r (e.g. the-president-of(o), etc.).
Using that abbreviation, and defining (similarly to what we have done before)
Eb:r1 / a:r ϕ (or simply, assuming s implicit, Eb:r1 / a:r ϕ)
s

(read “according to the institution s, b has done ϕ, playing role r1,
through an act of a within role r”)
as an abbreviation of
Ea:rϕ ∧ (Ea:rϕ ⇒s Eb:r1)
then, a possible policy of an organization o, like “(according to its statute,
recognized by the normative system s) the organization o always acts through
his president”, can be expressed by the schema
Eo:o ϕ → Eo:o / the-president-of(o): president-of(o) ϕ
In [9] we have defined a formal language and a logic where we have formally
characterized most of these things (including the formal description of roles).
In [27] we have extended such work, including the possibility of defining
some relations between roles (namely, implication and incompatibility between roles, and sub-roles), and we have defined a more informal language
for the specification of organizations, and interactions between agents (individual or collective), through contracts. We are not going to enter in details
here about that.
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Note that this does not mean that we cannot define e.g. an obligation that does not
apply to a role r – that is, to all the holders of r – but only to a particular holder a
of the role r, to do some task ϕ, within such role. In that case we should write explicitly OEa:rϕ.

3.5 A Little More on Roles

As we have already referred, there exist special relationships that are created
between a collective agent (an organization) and other agents, to which are
associated norms that describe the desired (ideal) behaviour of the agents engaged in such relationships and the consequences of the acts made by them.
To such relationships correspond roles that agents can play.
Roles are not agents (although it is natural to informally identify a role
with its holder, when this is unique), neither roles are sets of agents, although
associated to a role we have the set of agents that are qualified to play such
role. Not only the same set of agents may correspond to the set of holders of
two distinct roles (e.g. a may be the president of two distinct organizations,
and in order to know the effects of his acts we must know the role that a was
playing), as the set of holders of some role may change through time.
Within the context of organized collective agency, roles are used as a highlevel mechanism for structuring the desired behaviours, by the association to
roles of deontic notions (that describe the obligations and permissions of the
agents that can play such roles), powers, etc. But roles should not be confused
with their deontic characterization, i.e. roles should not be reduced to mere
sets of obligations, permissions or other normative concepts (that apply to the
holders of such roles). In particular, the deontic characterization of some role
may change with time.
Roles are a very important high-level mechanism to specify how the collective agents are structured and how they behave. But the concept of role,
and of acting in a role, is relevant not only within the context of organizations.
Roles are fundamental artefacts for understanding and describing agents acting and interacting, in general.
In our opinion, roles may be seen as52 corresponding to qualities/properties
that the agents may have that are relevant for describing agents acting and
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For a discussion on the ontological nature of roles see e.g. [25]. According to their
authors, in order to some property may be seen as a role, it must satisfy some key
features, like anti-rigidity (among others). Using their words: “In general, playing a
role is not a necessity. Being a Prime Minister is not an essential property of people: for everybody that is a Prime Minister, it would be perfectly possible for her or
him not to be a Prime Minister (anti-rigidity)...”. Although most of the relevant
roles might have this property, we do not think it is essential. For instance, although "to be a King" is not properly a choice of the actual person that is King, we
can say that, when performing certain kind of acts, such person exercises the role
of King. As another example, a may be the father of b (and once he becomes father
of b, he will be father of b forever) and at the same time a may be a professor at the
school of b (although not his teacher); and, according to the regulation of the
school, a might not have right to access to the classifications of b as a professor of
the school, although he might have access to them in the role of his father. A more
detailed discussion of this issue is outside the scope of this paper.

interacting. Such qualities may express properties of an agent, independently
of others (like be professor, owner of a building, etc.), or relationships with
other agents (like be "president-of", "associated-of", "professor-of", etc.).
Naturally, in practice, we do not associate roles to all properties that agents
might have. We only associate a role to a property if the fact that someone has
that property may be relevant for some of his acts (e.g. because these are permitted only for persons having that property): e.g., only the owner of "building xpto", or some representative of him, can sell "building xpto"; and only
the ones that have the property of being administrator of company o are permitted to perform certain kinds of acts.
3.6 Recognition of an Act as an Act in Some Role

In order that an agent acts, playing some role, he or she must be qualified to
play that role. In [9], [27] we have expressed this basic principle of our approach by the schema
(*)
Ex:rϕ → qual(x:r)
As particular instances of this principle, we have e.g.
Ea:president-of(o)ϕ → is-president_of(a,o)
that means that in order to a do ϕ, playing the role of president of the organization o, agent a must be the president of the organization o.
But, as we have mentioned, an agent can be the holder of different roles
within the same organization or in different organizations (possibly being
subject of potentially conflicting obligations), and can act playing different
roles. And in order to know the (legal, institutional, ...) effects of his acts we
must know in which role they were done. Therefore, it is fundamental to know
which acts count as acts done in a particular role.
On the other hand, in reality what we have is agents directly acting (which
we are expressing through formulas of the form: Daϕ). Thus, the precise
question seems to be: in what conditions some acts will be recognized as acts
in some role, by the environment, the organization, the society, the normative
system, etc? And the answer seems to be that there are conventions that make
that an act is interpreted as an act playing some role. The recognition of a direct act as an act in some role r follows from some information related with
such act (e.g. from some conventional signs exhibited by the agent), according
to some common practice or according to some policy of the relevant organization (sometimes just implicit). Here we will give just some examples.
We may have a (possibly implicit) rule that states that someone that is a
notary, when performing certain kinds of acts, like signing legal documents,
always acts in the quality of notary (for the normative system s). A particular
instance would be

Da ϕ ∧ is-notary(a) ⇒s Ea:notary ϕ
Analogously, we may have that any (relevant) state of affairs ϕ, brought about
by the president of an organization o, inside its building, counts as if it was
done by him, acting on the quality of president:
Da ϕ ∧ is-president-of(a,o) ∧ is-in-the-building-of(a,o) ⇒s
Ea:president-of(o) ϕ
As other examples, if someone in the street, dressed as a policeman, ask by
our identification card, we assume that he is a police officer, acting in that
role. And probably any act of the person that is the President of Portugal will
be considered as an act playing that role, unless it is an act made in his private
home.
In some cases we may even have that an act of an agent a will be considered as an act, in any role he can play53, which we can try to capture by
Da ϕ ∧ qual(a:r) ⇒s Ea:r ϕ
or that such is the case, but only when is also permitted to do ϕ, when acting
within such role:
Da ϕ ∧ qual(a:r) ∧ Prϕ ⇒s Ea:r ϕ

4. Conclusions
We have combined deontic operators, (various) action operators, of what we
called the “brings it about” type, and the counts-as operator. We have illustrated the expressive power that we can get trough these combinations, and
have showed how they can be used to represent some concepts that are essential for the understanding of (organized) collective agency, and agents acting
and interacting in general.
The proposed level of abstraction provided by these operators seems to be
appropriate when we want to model and characterize humans and organizations acting and interacting, at an abstract level, where we do not know yet, or
we do not care, about the exact type of actions that can be executed, and
where we want to concentrate on the characterization of how obligations flow
from the organization to the holders of some positions, and how the acts of
these count as acts of the organization.
However, the proposed level of abstraction, providing no resources for
representing and reasoning about the temporal dimension, the effects of state
change and specific actions, also has several limitations.
For instance, the logical characterization (*) of the principle "for an agent
to act, playing a certain role, he or she must be qualified to play that role",
given in the previous section, works well, in general, because in most cases
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Or an attempt to act, similarly to what it is considered in e.g. [1].

the qualification of the agent to play that role does not change in consequence
of his mentioned act. When this is not the case, we may have problems with
such representation. Suppose e.g. that an agent a, playing the role of owner of
building xpto, sells the building. Then, by (*) we have that
Ea:owner-of(xpto)sells(xpto) → is-owner_of(a,xpto)
but this makes no sense! After a having sold the building xpto, a is no longer
the owner of that building. In these cases it seems that the real relevant moment to evaluate the qualification is immediately before the act! Similar problems may occur, in some examples, when we try to characterize the conditions
under which a direct act is interpreted as an act playing some role.
In these cases, we would like also to be able to express the state change associated to the agents’ acting, similarly to what is provided by dynamic logic.
This suggests a combination of these action operators with a kind of dynamic
logic approach, a topic that was addressed in [7], within the stit semantic.
However, more work is needed, both in the formal characterization of these combinations of operators, as in their illustration, within practical relevant
examples.
Power and leadership are related concepts. Herein we have discussed some
power notions, and how to represent them, but we omitted discussion of leadership. Leadership expresses a relation of influence, a kind of "influencing
power", and typically it is supposed to be associated to (the holders of) certain
positions, within organizations. What are the characteristics inherent to potential leaders? Leaders must always be innovators, with a strategy behind?
Leaders' characteristics depend on the contexts, and differ e.g. from government organizations (political contexts) to other kind of organizations? How
fundamental is trust in the relationship with the leaders? These and other related questions were not addressed in this paper, but are relevant to our general topic and deserve further research.
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